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Overview of Current Global Immunogenicity Regulations



Presentation outline

Ø The evolution of immunogenicity guidance
Ø EMA guideline
Ø FDA guidance for industry
Ø ICH S6(R1) 
Ø Current considerations for Japan
Ø NMPA, China draft technical guideline
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The evolution of immunogenicity guidance
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EMA guidelines

Ø Immunogenicity assessment of biotechnology-derived therapeutic proteins 
(EMEA/CHMP/BMWP/14327/2006)

o Draft issued 2006, final December 2007, effective April 2008
o Draft Rev1 issued in 2015, effective December 2017

Ø Immunogenicity assessment of monoclonal antibodies intended for in vivo 
clinical use (EMA/CHMP/BMWP/86289/2010)

o Effective December 2012
Ø Guideline on similar biological medicinal products containing biotechnology-

derived proteins as active substance: non-clinical and clinical issues 
(EMEA/CHMP/BMWP/42832/2005 Rev1)

o First version effective June 2006. Draft revision issued April 2013, effective July 2015
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Scope 
– Applies to the development of an unwanted immune response against a 

purified therapeutic protein in patients and to a systematic evaluation
of it

o Clinical focus
o Understanding of consequences, not just incidence
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Factors that may influence the development of an immune response against a 
therapeutic protein
– Patient and disease-related factors
– Product-related factors

Ø Potential clinical consequences of immunogenicity
– Consequences on efficacy

o ADA can interfere with the pharmacodynamic interaction between the therapeutic 
protein and its target or by altering its pharmacokinetic profile

– Consequences on safety
o Acute infusion-related reactions
o Delayed hypersensitivity reactions
o Autoimmunity – cross-reactivity to an endogenous counterpart
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Non-clinical assessment of immunogenicity
– Predictivity of animal studies for evaluation of immunogenicity in humans 

is considered low
– May be required as part of repeated dose toxicity studies, in order to aid in 

the interpretation of these studies (as discussed in ICH S6(R1))

Ø More on this topic in the next presentation:
– EBF recommendation on preclinical ADA
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Development of assays for detecting and 
measuring immune responses in humans
– A multi-tiered approach should be 

employed
– Annex 1: An example strategy for 

immunogenicity assessment
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Positive control
– Ideally a human preparation with a significant antibody content which is available in 

sufficient quantity for continued use
– Recombinant human antibodies against the protein, if available
– Or animal serum raised against the product as a reference can be used

– Use of the positive control to report antibody levels in mass units is problematic due to 
heterogeneous structure, specificity and avidity

o report data as titre based
– Assay sensitivity and data for spiking recovery experiments should be presented in a 

quantitative manner

– Positive control for NAb assays should have significant neutralising activity
o may be useful to include a non-neutralising antibody, at least in validation studies
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Negative control
– Needed to establish assay baselines
– Baseline for normal (healthy) individuals is clearly fairly easily determined
– However, may not be representative of the baseline response of the patient 

population
o need to be established separately, using pre-treatment samples from patients or drug 

naïve disease patients

– Assays should be validated using the same matrix as the samples to be analysed
o Should we obtain individual disease-state matrix for the validation or assess key 

parameters with in-study samples?
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Screening Assay
– Should be sensitive (no specific target sensitivity)
– Should be capable of detecting all clinically relevant antibodies (including IgM and IgG 

subclasses) induced against the product in all antibody positive patients
– A low false positive rate is desirable (preferably 5%) but false negative results are 

unacceptable

Ø Confirmation Assay
– For confirming the positive results and eliminating any false positive results following 

the initial screen
– Common approach is addition of an excess of antigen to the sample followed by a 

comparison of spiked and unspiked samples in the screening assay
– Confirmed positive samples need to be examined for titer and specificity
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Titre assay
– For ADA positive samples, a titre needs to be determined using a standard approach
– Report the reciprocal of the highest dilution at which the sample gives a positive result

Ø Drug interference reduces the amount of antibody detectable by assays
– May be overcome by appropriate spacing of the timing between administration of 

product and sampling for antibody
– Or technical approach such as:

o dissociating the immune-complexes with acid
o removing excess drug by solid-phase adsorption
o use of long incubation times, and/or 
o using an assay which allows sufficient sample dilution to avoid this problem

– More on drug tolerance later in this session…
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Neutralisation assays
– Neutralising capacity of antibodies present in positive samples needs to be evaluated 

as part of the immunogenicity assessment since this often correlates with diminished 
clinical responses to biological product

– Deviation from this concept needs a strong justification

– Cell-based assays are often employed for agonistic therapeutics, non-cell-based 
competitive ligand binding assays are often considered for antagonistic molecules with 
humoral targets

– Selection of an assay which responds well to the biological product and is tolerant to 
residual therapeutic protein is recommended

o For products that exert their activity only through direct binding to other molecules, 
competitive ligand binding assays (CLBA) or other alternatives may be suitable

o However, when these are used it must be demonstrated that they reflect neutralising 
capacity/potential in an appropriate manner
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Validation
– Assays used for analysis of ADAs and NAbs from the patient samples need to be 

validated for their intended purpose
o Accuracy, precision, sensitivity, specificity and robustness
o No criteria specified, though it does point to the EMA guideline on validation of 

bioanalytical methods (BMV)
– Inclusion of data supporting minimal required dilution (MRD) of samples is important
– Demonstrate that matrix effects caused by reagents or substances present in samples 

(selectivity) or drug interference do not adversely affect the results obtained

Ø Conjugated proteins and fusion proteins (multi-domain)
– Characterisation of the specificity of the induced antibodies
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Assays for comparative immunogenicity (biosimilars)
– Comparative immunogenicity studies are always needed in the development of 

biosimilars
– Use the same assay format and sampling schedule

o If separate assays are used for the biosimilar and the reference product, this approach 
requires careful validation to exclude any bias due to differences in sensitivity and drug 
tolerance

o May use a single assay approach in which the biosimilar molecule is used as antigen 

– The finding that the biosimilar is more immunogenic should trigger an investigation of 
the root cause of the difference, including methodological issues

– Recommended that the assays are cross-validated using both antigens, antibody 
positive controls and preferably clinical samples to demonstrate similar performance
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EMA guideline (2017)

Ø Interpretation of results
– Consequences on pharmacokinetics of the product

o Recommends concomitant sampling for both pharmacokinetics and immunogenicity in 
all repeat dose studies

– Impact of immunogenicity on safety and efficacy

Ø Summary of the immunogenicity program
– Recommended that the applicant include an integrated summary of 

immunogenicity in the application, including a risk assessment to support the 
selected immunogenicity program
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FDA Guidance 

Ø Assay Development for Immunogenicity Testing of Therapeutic Proteins
o Draft issued April 2009, not finalised

Ø Assay Development and Validation for Immunogenicity Testing of Therapeutic 
Protein Products

o Revision of 2009 draft, issued April 2016, finalised January 2019

Ø Immunogenicity Assessment for Therapeutic Protein Products
o Issued August 2014

Ø Scientific Considerations in Demonstrating Biosimilarity to a Reference Product 
o Issued April 2015
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FDA Guidance (2019) 

Ø Lots of similarities with EMA guideline, but much 
more prescriptive
– Tabulated comparison of EMA and FDA

o https://e-b-f.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/12/FW201809-01.-Jo-
Goodman-on-behalf-of-the-EBF.pdf

Ø Scope:
– Provides recommendations to facilitate development 

and validation of assays for assessment of the 
immunogenicity of therapeutic protein products 
during clinical trials

– May apply to some peptides, oligonucleotides, and 
combination products on a case-by-case basis
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FDA Guidance (2019) 

Ø Multi-Tiered Testing Approach
– Appendix: A flow diagram for anti-drug 

antibody testing
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FDA Guidance (2019) 

Ø Positive control
– May be polyclonal (affinity purified against the therapeutic protein product) or 

monoclonal
– Requests low, medium and high PC used in validation

Ø Negative control
– When possible, negative control samples should be collected from treatment-naïve 

subjects with the medical condition being studied and should include subjects with 
similar gender, age, and concomitant medications so that the sample matrix is 
representative of the study population
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FDA Guidance (2019) 

Ø Domain specificity
– Recommends to direct initial screening and confirmatory tests against the whole 

therapeutic protein product
– For multi-domain therapeutic protein products, may (will) need to investigate whether 

the ADA binds to specific clinically relevant domains in the protein

Ø Sensitivity
– Recommended sensitivity of at least 100 ng/mL (cf. 250-500 ng/mL traditionally 

recommended by FDA, as Mire-Sluis 2004)
– Recognises that NAb assays may not achieve that level of sensitivity
– Assays for IgE ADA should have sensitivity in the high pg/mL to low ng/mL range
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FDA Guidance (2019) 

Ø Assay Cut-Point
– The cut-point should be determined statistically with an appropriate number of 

treatment-naïve samples, generally around 50, from the subject population
– Each sample should be tested by at least two analysts on at least three different days 

for a total of at least six individual measurements (balanced design)
– One approach that allows for high assurance of a 5% false-positive rate is to apply a 

90% one-sided lower confidence interval for the 95th percentile of the negative 
control population (Shen et al. 2015) 

– Other approaches may be used for estimating 95th percentile, including the use of 
median and median absolute deviation value instead of mean and standard deviation 

o (Devanarayan et al. 2017)
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FDA Guidance (2019) 

Ø Drug tolerance
– Assess assay sensitivity in the presence of the expected levels of interfering 

therapeutic protein product
o Test at the LPC concentration, 100, 250 and 500 ng/mL, and potentially higher 

concentrations (Myler et al. 2019: AAPS Immunogenicity Guidance Forum)

Ø Precision
– The intra-assay and inter-assay precision (%CV) is expected to be lower than 20%
– It may be higher in some assay formats such as cell-based assays
– For negative controls, a larger %CV is acceptable 

o provide justification to explain why higher %CV is acceptable
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FDA Guidance (2019) 

Ø Minimum Required Dilution (MRD)
– Determine the MRD from a panel of appropriate number of samples from treatment-

naïve subjects
– Determination of MRD usually involves serially diluting treatment-naïve ADA-negative 

samples, as well as testing known amounts of purified antibody at high, medium, and 
low concentrations in serially diluted matrix in comparison to the same amount of 
positive control antibody in diluent

– FDA recommends that MRD not exceed 1:100
– MRD should be factored into titre reporting
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FDA Guidance (2019) 

Ø Neutralising (NAb) assays
– Selection of the assay format depends on various factors (references Wu et al. 2016)
– Cell-based bioassay format preferred

o Alternative approaches can be (and have been) acceptable but should be discussed 
with FDA before implementation

– More detailed focus on robustness, e.g., potential impact of changes in temperature, 
incubation times, or buffer characteristics such as pH and salt concentration

Ø Summary of the immunogenicity program
– Recommend a life-cycle management approach to immunogenicity through the 

creation of an integrated immunogenicity summary report that sponsors begin 
populating early in therapeutic protein product development and update at regular 
intervals as the individual product clinical program progresses through IND stages into 
the BLA and even post-approval stages
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ICH S6(R1) 

Preclinical safety evaluation of biotechnology-derived pharmaceuticals 

Ø Part II Addendum adds expectations around preclinical immunogenicity 
assessment
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ICH S6(R1) & Preclinical Immunogenicity Assessment

Ø Immunogenicity assessments are conducted to assist in the interpretation of 
the study results and design of subsequent studies

Ø Such analyses in nonclinical animal studies are not relevant in terms of 
predicting potential immunogenicity of human or humanised proteins in 
humans

Ø EMA guideline and FDA guidance cover clinical immunogenicity assessment
– No requirement to follow these for preclinical assessment
– Much/most of this bar-raising has been driven by industry

Ø Draft NMPA China guideline does cover preclinical immunogenicity
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Current view & recommendations in Japan

Ø 2018 Special Report in Bioanalysis

– Review of the current situation regarding the development and immunogenicity 
assessment of therapeutic protein products in Japan 

– Presents views and recommendations for ADA assays, but not official guideline...
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Current view & recommendations in Japan

Ø Aligned with EMA & FDA, a tiered approach for the ADA assay consisting of 
screening and confirmatory assays and characterisation is well accepted in 
Japan

Ø Positive control
– Affinity purified polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies 
– Noted that parameters such as sensitivity and drug tolerance will vary depending on 

the characteristics of the positive control

Ø The fundamental parameters for the validation of ADA assays are: 
– Specificity, selectivity, precision, sensitivity, dilution linearity, drug tolerance

o Dilution linearity – evaluate risk of prozone/hook effect generating a negative result
o Drug tolerance – a strategy for avoiding false-negative results is to be considered
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Current view & recommendations in Japan

Ø Non-clinical immunogenicity assessment
– not predictive for the clinical outcome 
– it should nonetheless be evaluated when altered pharmacodynamical activity, 

unexpected changes in exposure of drugs or immune-mediated reactions

Ø Biosimilars
– If the data comparing the innovator and the biosimilar show high similarity in quality 

attributes, especially for post-translational modifications and higher order structure, 
the one assay is a suitable approach

– Development of an anti-HCP antibody assay should be considered
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NMPA, China
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– Issued on 24 August 2020 with 1 month for comments



NMPA, China

Ø Presentation on this topic at EBF Open Symposium 2020
– https://bcn.e-b-f.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/218.-Tobias-Haslberger-on-behalf-of-

the-EBF.pdf

Ø NMPA draft is not a completely new guideline
– Sections that appear to be taken directly from FDA and/or EMA

o Limited predictive value of non-clinical results on clinical immunogenicity
o Multi-tiered approach to testing

– Similar to FDA, prescriptive on validation approaches
o Recommends to use one sided lower confidence interval for screen and confirmation 

cut-points
o Sensitivity 100 ng/mL for IgG and IgM, high pg/mL to low ng/mL for IgE
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NMPA, China 

Ø Some differences/concerns
– Wording for non-clinical immunogenicity assessment appears not to be well aligned to 

ICH S6(R1)
o “… immunogenicity studies are always an important part of the chain evidence for non-

clinical safety studies of therapeutic protein drugs.”

– Prescriptive on how to perform (some) pre-clinical validation assessments
o CP: at least 15 individual samples, at least 2 variables, run 3 batches, at least 3 days
o Precision: at least 2 variables
o LPC determination: 1.5-2x NQC or CP
o Sensitivity: 250-500 ng/mL (cf. Mire-Sluis: 500-1000 ng/mL)

– Expects in vitro cytokine release tests in addition to in vivo cytokine measurements for 
immune-related adverse reactions as part of nonclinical package

o Specifies immunomodulatory drugs in Appendix
34
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Contact Information
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